MODERN BEAUTY

CELL CARE MADE IN BERLIN GERMANY

YOU CAN’T STAY BEAUTIFUL.
BUT YOU CAN BECOME MORE BEAUTIFUL.

Regardless of how much beauty we have been given by nature and by our
genes … the natural beauty of our younger years cannot be conserved. No
one can do that. Everything alive lives within the arrow of time. All of us live
within the reality of becoming older. Therefore, beauty is ephemeral … the
visual beauty of youth is only a long moment.
But someone who is alive exists in the universal force of life. This means that
every person can have access to the vital energies of life and to the higher
harmony of becoming.
So the goal is actually to activate this vitality and harmony ever more intensively
(e.g. using NOESA Alchemetics) so that they can be guided very specifically into
our body and into the cells of our skin. This is the path, based on biological
energy. In this way, you can gain a new quality of beauty, a beauty that has
its origin in life, not in the genes. A beauty that can become ever more radiant
and impressive within the arrow of time: Glow … Aura … Charisma.
If you follow this path, your personal radiance will become stronger and
stronger over the years. In this sense, every person can become more and
more beautiful.

Gerd Gerken, Founder of NOESA

THE BEAUTIFUL PERSONALITY
A beautiful face is something wonderful. But it is beautiful only visually. So it
is pure appearance. Much more important, therefore, is the personality … the
radiance.
A personality is a message. A shaped energy that is very important in the social
environment. A personality is more than an appearance. It is an action.
There are people who have a pretty face, but a negative personality. There are
people who look good visually, but their radiance is ugly or weak.
In the ideal case, a beautiful face combines with a beautiful personality. And
precisely this is the credo of NOESA: modern beauty arises when the natural
beauty of the face is qualified several times by the energies of a beautiful
radiance … Glow, Aura and Charisma.
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GLOW ... AURA .... CHARISMA
Glow is the first stage in building up a beautiful Personality. Glow means that
the cells of the skin start to glow from the inside. This certainly isn’t their
normal state. This is because most people care for their skin only in such a way
that it looks good “from the outside” … similarly to makeup. But Glow needs
energy. Therefore, NOESA is the only care line in the world that works with the
biological energy of becoming … also known as biophotons.
Aura is the next stage. Here, the goal is to send a message to the
face. This message should contain the highest possible degree
of attractiveness. However, this is successful only when ordering and harmony are brought into the deeper layers of the skin (dermis).
Ordering and harmony are not based on chemicals and active agents. They
blossom only with Alchemetics.
Alchemetics contain the frequencies of the highest harmony. And only NOESA
has the scientific and technical possibilities for creating these Alchemetics …
by hand … within the framework of modern alchemy. And this occurs in a very
complex process.
And Charisma? That is the highest stage: the entire personality becomes a
magnetic field that spontaneously and continuously generates sympathy.
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THE MAKING OF A PERFECT RADIANCE
Charisma is a person’s productive magnetic field. It energetically attracts
people and generates value judgments within this process … positive value
judgments in the form of sympathy.
A person with a strong Charisma is automatically well-loved and admired. This
means that, in their subconscious, people demonstrate solidarity with this
person, i.e. they connect their lives to the energy from this person.
This has wide-ranging consequences. Someone who has Charisma seems more
convincing when he speaks. Someone who has Charisma is more attractive
than he is on the outside. Someone who has Charisma enriches the lives of
other people. Just so. Without doing anything specific.
NOESA is an expert in this area. Since the early 1980s, our team has been working
as a coach in the area of “personality growth”. And within this framework, we
have developed numerous procedures and substances that build up a source
in the human organism … a stable source for a maximum degree of radiance.
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A NEW COOPERATION WITH TIME
Once you have understood how Glow, Aura and Charisma are constructed, you
receive a reward: you are able to see that the energies that provide beautiful
radiance are absolutely the same ones that are so important for Skin Care and
Cell Care.
To put it another way: what Aura generates is also that which anti-aging
perfects. Why is this so? The human body is a living system that consists of
billions of cells. And almost all of these cells exist in a process of flowing. They
die and are reborn at the same time … e.g. via cell division.
As a result, our life takes place within the arrow of time. Every day. Every
second, time’s arrow controls the energies of life, thus supplying the cells with
these energies.
When these energies (they are called “biophotons”) are amplified, you enter
into a co-operation with time’s arrow: you supported the new-becoming of
cells with the energies of better-becoming.
This is the central strategy of NOESA. This is Cell Care on the highest level:
the cell quality is improved specifically. This creates not only Glow, Aura and
Charisma, but also a healthier skin … i.e. a beautiful skin.
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THE MAGIC IS YOU
You can use makeup well. Then you look more harmonic and well-kept. You
can dress yourself well. Then, perfectly fashioned, you look more interesting
and individual.
All this is important, and it really does work. But it is not the highest level: if the
personality is weak, the best clothes will also have only a weak effect. And if
the personality is colorless, even the best makeup becomes an empty façade.
So the main thing is a person’s degree of radiance. How much beauty can be
built up and centered in the personality? This is the main question. The magic
itself is not the new dress, the new hairdo or the new lipstick. The magic that
plays the decisive role in deciding how good all of this fits into your social
surroundings is you yourself: the magic is you.
So what is important is that a substance is capable of “switching on” the
mystery in your overall personality that makes you unique. This substance is
called ALCHEMETICS.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF ALCHEMETICS
Alchemetics are special elixirs from plants. They are distilled in such a way that
they contain the highest possible amount of natural biophotons. Biophotons
are elementary parts of life, incorporated into vegetable material.
Biophotons arise in the plant … and because of the plant … during the process
of photosynthesis. Here, the minerals in the soil and the water molecules take
up sunlight (= photons) and are transformed into vegetable material … i.e.
leaves and twigs.
This means that, without biophotons, there would be no life and no growth.
Biophotons are thus the decisive attractor for evolution and becoming. Every
new-becoming and every better-becoming requires biophotons.
Modern alchemy takes advantage of this prin-ciple of better-becoming. It
programs the raw material of becoming (i.e. biophotons) in such a manner that
a specific better-becoming is brought as an impulse into the person’s organism.
And also directly into the cells, or more specifically, into the mitochondria.
These are the power plants in the cell nucleus.
The result of programming biophotons is Alchemetics. Therefore, you could
say that Alchemetics are alchemically programmed plant extracts that help
the cells to become younger and more vital.
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CELL CARE ... THE NEW DIMENSION
Skin care cares for the outside of the skin … the epidermis. Cell Care vitalizes
the deeper cell tissues in the skin … the dermis.
Skin care can do a lot, such as smoothing and protecting the skin. But, since skin
care does not reach the cell nucleus … the mitochondria … skin care generally
cannot organize any anti-aging.
You have probably often read in advertising pamphlets that skin care can also
be anti-aging. But this is not correct: only a product that can supply the cell
nucleus with energy and ordering can attain real anti-aging effects.
Normal skin care pro-ducts contain active agents. And they are generally
chemicals … either natural chemicals or synthetic chemicals from the lab.
Chemicals contain neither energy nor ordering. Chemicals are and always
will be chemicals. However, the cell nucleus definitely does not want chemicals,
but rather more energy and more ordering. And this is precisely what can be
found in Alchemetics.
So it is clear: without Alchemetics, there can be no perfect Cell Care.
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